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Time Domain Terahertz Spectroscopy of the Magnetic Field
Induced Metal-Insulator Transition in n :InSb

J. Y. Sohn, X. P. A. Gao, S. A. Crooker

National High Magnetic Field Laborato ry, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87545, USA

Abstract. Temperature (7) and frequency (w) dependent conductivity measurements are reported for n-type indium
antimonide (InSb) around the magnetic field induced metal-insulator transition (MIT) . For the sample with electron
density n= 2 .15x1014 cm 3, the critical field is observed at -0 .7 T in dc transport measurements . The frequency
dependent conductivity o(w) measured via terahertz time domain spectroscopy indicates a higher critical field -1 .2 T .
Both ad,(7) and al(w) at low temperatures show power law dependence with exponents of a=1 .2 .

It is well known that n-type indium antimonide
(InSb) with a very low carrier concentration (1014
cm 3) undergoes a magnetic field induced MIT') .
Although do transport measurements in magneti c field
suggest the existence of a field-induced MIT in InSb,
the dynamics of the transition remain largely
unexplored . To understand the dynamics of the field
induced MIT in semiconductors in detail , frequency
dependent me asurements are necessary in the terahertz
(THz) range . We performed high frequency (100 GHz
- 1 .5 THz) time domain spectroscopy on InSb under
high magnetic fields .

For the purpose of these THz measurements, we
employ a method2 ) for THz time -domain spectroscopy
directly in the cryogenic bore of high field magnets.
Miniature , fiber-coupled THz emi tt ers and receivers
are constructed for working down to 1 .5 K and up to
17 T. Under applied magnetic fields , we me asured
both the temperature dependent do conduc ti vity by
conventional transpo rt me thods and the frequency
dependent complex conduc tivity by time-domain
spectroscopy . For the dc conductivity measurements, a
sample with Hall bar configuration was measured in a
Quantum Design physical properties measurement
system (PPMS ). The Hall measurement shows that the
carrier concentration is 2 .15x1014cm3 at 2 K near zero
magnetic field .

For MIT in three dimensions (3D), it is established
that the temperature dependence of the conductivity
usually follows the power law 3)

ad,(T)=AT"+C, (1)

across the transition point, with C>O for the metallic
state and C<0 for the insulating state. The c ri tical
point of the transition corresponds to parameter C
equal zero .

Scaling arguments can be used to describe the
frequency dependence of the real conductivity at low
temperature). At low temperatures (T-0) and at fi elds
close to the cri tical field, the conductivity should
follow the power law

Q, (CO) = A'wf +C' , (2)
also with a positive value of C' appropriate for the
metallic state and a negative value of C' for the
insulating state .

Figure 1 shows do conductivity from 2 K to 12 K
while varying the magnetic field from 0.3 T to 1 .0 T in
0.1 T steps . Fi tting th e odd(T) data in different fields to
Eq. (1), we found that a= 1 .2 best describes the data

over all the temperature range in contr ast to r=0 .5 for
the densi ty tuned MIT in NbSi5). The temperature
dependent dc conducti vity clearly follows equation (1) .
The critical field, at which C=O, is found to be 0 .7 T

Using the fiber coupled THz antenn as , time-
domain THz measurements were performed in
magnetic fields in the Faraday geomet ry . Complex
transmission can be obtained by Fourier transform of
detected time-domain THz signal . From the complex
transmission of THz pulses and reference THz pulses,
we calculate the complex dielectric constant of InSb
by iteratively solving Eq . (3) below6) .



C E (w) (1+n)2
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1= iwd EO(w) 4n ' (3
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where EO(ov),E,((o) are the incident and transmitted
THz fields, a is the complex dielectric constant, n is
the complex index, d is the sample thickness, and c is
the speed of light . Complex conductivity can then be
easily obtained from the complex dielectric constant .

o(w) = ieow(E(w) -1) , (4)

where eo is permittivity of free space .
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FIGURE 2 . Real conductivity o)()) versus frequency as
the magnetic field changes from 1 .0 T to 1 .5 T (from top to
bottom) at T= 2 K . The lines are fitted curves to Eq . (2) with
a=1 .2 .
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FIGURE 1 . dc conductivity versus temperature as the
magneti c field changes from 0 .3 T to 1 .0 T (from top to
bottom) . The c ri tical field is observed around 0.7 T. The
lines a re fitted curves to Eq . (1) with a=1 .2 .

The frequency dependent real conducti vity ( o,(w))
is plotted in Fig . 2 with fits to Eq . ( 2) . We only fi t data
in the frequency range ha~~ .SkT, such that the
quantum limit is satis fi ed , and we c an also extract the
dynamic exponent from o,(w) . The lines in Fig. 2 are
power law fits to Eq . (2) with al .2, the same
exponent from DC tran sport measurements . We see
that L Y-1 .2 also desc ri bes al(m) at T=2 K . These data
suggests a c ritical point of 1 .2 T where ol(w)
intercepts the origin .

In conclusion, we have studied the magnetic field
induced MIT in InSb (n = 2 .15x1014 cm 3) by both
temperature dependent dc conductivity and frequency
dependent conductivity . Both ode(T) and o,(w) can be
fit by a power law dependence with exponents of
o7-1 .2 . However the temperature dependent dc
conductivity gives a critical field -0 .7 T and the
frequency dependent conductivity gives -1 .2 T .

Authors thank P. Littlewood, D. Smith, and S. Kos
for valuable discussions .
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Experimental setup : THz sp ec t ro scop y i n
high ma{ netic field s
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fields , but disappears in h igh temperature. (>
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• Large absorption near the metal - Insulator
tr ansition field Is observed . ( possibly due to
weakening of the select ion rule .)
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Conclusion s

• Tyne-Domain terahertz spectroscopy is
performed on n-type lnSb in - 2 .15x(01' arrr)
semiconductor in the magnetic fields and the
complex oonductMty is calculated.

• Cyclotron resonance, (1-.2p) and (1st landau
level - 2p') transitions are obser ved .

• Both the ten rature dependent dc conductivity
and the frequency dependent real conductivity
can be fit w ith power laws (oe(T) = A71+C and
a (mJ=A uP +C) new the metal-Insulator
tr ansitions .

• rower law f it has a common exponent of a 1 .2 .
Critical field Is found to be BB-0.7 T from the
temperature-dependent dc conductivity, and B,
-1 .2 T from the rrequency-dependent THz
conductivity .
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